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CHAIRPERSON WELCOME
The lingering effects of the pandemic continued in 2021 but this did
not dampen the resilience or commitment of the dance community
in Ireland. Despite some closures and ongoing challenges due to
restrictions and changing regulations, performances and events were
rescheduled and our online offerings were increased.
Led by CEO Sheila Creevey, the team at Dance Ireland continued to
respond to the needs of the Dance Community and reached out to
members and associated networks to offer support and guidance.
We said farewell to our general manager Eve Lalor who had served the
organisation effectively and with commitment for almost five years and
welcomed Sarah Walsh to the team.
Ever cognisant of the changing dance ecology both nationally and
internationally we engaged PRISM to conduct an internal review of our
organisation. This allowed us to reflect on our position and will help
to set out the next iteration of our strategy. Members of the board also
participated in fundraising training and this will also assist the evolution
and implementation of our new strategy.
The board continued to meet regularly throughout the year to support
the staff and ensure they could continue to deliver on your behalf.
I thank them all for their time and commitment. Members continue to
give feedback and play an active role in shaping the development of our
organisation so that we continue to be relevant and robust as a national
dance resource organisation.
We welcome the new dance policy from the Arts Council and look
forward to working in partnership with them and with you to deliver
for Dance in Ireland.
We look forward to renewed engagement with all our members in the
weeks and months to come and will continue to advocate for and be a
strong voice for dance in Ireland and for Irish artists at home and abroad.
Dr Orfhlaith Ní Bhriain
Chairperson
Mariam Ribón and Anderson de Souza.
Image by Agata Stoinska.
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CEO STATEMENT 2021: REBUILD & RECOVER
2021 was a year of learning, change, and adaptation for Dance Ireland
as we found a way to live in the continuously shifting environment
brought about by the global COVID-19 pandemic and resulting social
change. Our community benefitted from increased support from the
Government and the Arts Council, and together we responded to
new learning and opportunities to rebuild and recover. Dance Ireland
remained resilient and responsive to the needs of the community,
ensuring consistent access to studio resources, professional
development, advice, and support.
Working with Peter Jordan of Slua Event Safety, and with the support
of the Arts Council, Dance Ireland published Professional Dance Safety:
Guidance for developing Covid-19 policy and protocols for professional
dance workers. This guidance was externally reviewed and approved by
the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport, and Media
as official guidance for our sector in response to the public health
emergency. The document was continuously reviewed and updated
throughout the year, as society gradually reopened.
In 2021 we continued to deliver on our strategic priorities as outlined
in our strategy: Dance Ireland Strategy 2018 – 2023: Moving Forward
Together. Informing everything we do is our commitment to enabling
dance artists and companies realise their creative potential and
professional ambitions. Programme highlights included the introduction
of the National Dance Residency Partnership; our continued strategic
partnership with Creative Ireland on Cruinniú na nÓg; the artist-led
initiative Black Canvas with Tobi Balogun; and our successful Producerin-Residence programme with Gwen Van Spÿk. You can read more about
these and our many other programmes and projects in this report.
Central to our advocacy programme this year was the Dance Counts
survey – a timely exercise to measure how the dance sector is living
and working today. We hope that the data and insight gathered through
this survey will support better understanding of the needs of the dance
community as we emerge from a challenging time, and start planning
for a sustainable future for artists and the art form of dance.
Niamh O'Flannagain and Justine Cooper.
Image by Agata Stoinska.
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Sheila Creevey
Chief Executive Officer
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Dance Ireland Strategy 2018—2023
Moving Forward Together
Our vision is of an Ireland where dance is valued
and is vibrantly, actively and confidently part of
people’s lives.
Our mission is to enable the development of dance
as an art-form, a professional practice and an
activity of interest.

Moving
Forward
Together
6

Our values are framed around our commitment to:
Connection
We engage at home and abroad to forge the relationships, find the opportunities
and create the connections that inspire danced artists and our programme.
We enable people, places, ideas, communities and genres of dance to come
together – to ignite action, provoke thought or, simply for fellowship and fun.

Artist-centred
We put the dance artist at the centre of all that we do. We respond to the
needs and ideas of the dance community and take the lead in advocating for
and exemplifying the conditions and environment in which dance will thrive
as a profession, a practice and a passion.

Discovery
Every day in our studios, people explore new ways to express themselves
through dance. We encourage and champion that spirit of inquiry which seeks
to learn, to grow, to try something new. By doing so, we seek to build audiences
for dance, inspire confident participation and progress professional practice.

Expertise
We combine a breadth of experience and a depth of expertise with artistic
insight and practical understanding. We share what we know generously and
create opportunities for others to develop and share their knowledge and
skills too, in and out of the studio.

Openness
We embrace all forms of dance and are for all those who love dance;
professional or participant. We are open to new ideas, new ways of
working and new collaborations. We aim to be honest and straightforward
in all our dealings and actively seek feedback.
7
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Informing these values, our strategic priorities
for this period are:

ENGAGEMENT WITH DANCE IRELAND

Advocacy

2019

2020

2021

Training: Morning Class,
Workshops & Masterclasses

1,826

1,857

912

Membership

193

202

210

Residency Awards & Members
Studio (in days)*

464

240

461

Development: Talks,
Performances & Events

2,050

1,291

897

Access & Participation*

4,520

1,011

1,942

Innovation

Open days and taster nights*

1,409

518

89

to champion and facilitate the development of new work, new ideas
and new ways of working.

Evening Classes*

19,768

5,727

1,167

Sustainability

DanceHouse, National,
International

40,148

13,254

11,483

to build the profile of dance and be a leading, expert voice advocating
for the dance profession and the art-form.

Connection
to build and strengthen relationships that deliver on our ambitions
and those of our members.

Progression
to work with dance artists at all stages of their career to support their
artistic and professional development.

to ensure our future as a well-managed, well funded and wellgoverned organisation.

*DanceHouse was closed from 1st January to 7th March, 2021 under Government
restrictions. (A total of 9 weeks.)

ENGAGEMENT WITH DANCE IRELAND

11,483
68

artist support sessions

attendances

18

project/partners
See list

8

01

2019

2020

2021

Website

119,720

94,950

177,313

Facebook

8,951

9,241

9,497

Twitter

4,107

4,260

4,395

Instagram

2,963

3,706

4,140

Email

3,500

3,700

4,651

Podcasts

1,200

2,446

2,747
9
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Strategic Priority
Advocacy

ARTIST SUPPORT

To build the profile of dance and be a
leading, expert voice advocating for
the dance profession and the art-form.

cacy

In 2021 we invested in research in an effort
to better understand and communicate
the needs of the dance community in a
changed environment.

10

Advo

Dance Counts Survey

Dance Conversations

In 2021, Dance Ireland undertook
a major survey into the living and working
conditions of dance artists on the
island of Ireland, in collaboration with
Theatre and Dance NI.

This research was further enhanced by
the Dance Conversations case study,
funded by the Co-Operation with Northern
Ireland funding scheme within the
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts,
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media.

The Dance Counts survey sought to
capture data regarding the living and
working conditions of those working in,
with and for dance. Led by Dance Ireland,
the survey was developed in collaboration
with Dr Peter Campbell (University of
Liverpool) with the support of Dr Victoria
Durrer (University College Dublin, UCD).
See website

02

139

survey participants

03

Led by Dr Aoife McGrath (Queen’s
University Belfast) and Dr Victoria Durrer
(UCD) in collaboration with Dance
Ireland and Theatre and Dance NI, Dance
Conversations was a mixed methods
dance, film and discussion-based research
project undertaken with six dance artists
from both sides of the border.
Watch video
Study Participants:

6

artists

Workshops:

17

attendees

What we did, when and impact
Dance Conversations Workshop #1

Fri 24 September

10 attendees

Dance Conversations Workshop #2

Sat 25 September

7 attendees

Dance Conversations Film Screening

Fri 5 November

57 attendees

11
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Promo image for Let’s Dance,
Cruinniú na nÓg 2021.
Image by Kevin Michael Reed.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Cruinniú na nÓg
LET'S DANCE!
12 June
Dance Ireland was funded by Creative
Ireland as part of their strategic
partnerships to deliver a national dance
project for Cruinniú na nÓg. With Let’s
Dance!, Dance Ireland proposed a
framework of creative dance activity for
young people, with different levels of
engagement, including:

12

total participants

an in-depth creative
performance project
the opportunity to take part
in a local workshop
and an online dance challenge open
to all young people

11

Online Engagement figures:

youth Dance
Companies

Led by choreographers Matt Szczerek
and Jack Bain from Human Collective;
who created online workshops and
materials to support young dance
artists to create their own work; the
project was supported by 11 youth
dance companies; with 66 young
dancers taking part in the performance
project, 187 children and young people
in workshops, and 58 taking part in the
online dance challenge.

30,970

The aim of the project was to create an
opportunity for young dancers’ artistry
and creativity to be valued and visible;
engage with other young people and
their local community; and support the
network to grow, connect and provide
opportunities for access to dance for
children and young people.
Watch video

04
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Strategic Priority
Connection

Strong partnerships are essential to
deliver on our Strategy, and to ensure
Dance Ireland is reaching as many artists
and audiences as possible across the
country. It is through these connections
that we bring expertise to our programmes
and increase opportunities for artists to
develop their practice and their work.

ion

14

Connect

To build and strengthen relationships
that deliver on our ambitions and
those of our members.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Dancer from The Dance Festival
5—9 July

Tipperary Dance Platform
6—16 October

In partnership with Irish Modern
Dance Theatre, we supported
talks, professional workshops, and
masterclasses as part of the Dancer
from the Dance Festival, which took
place online due to continuing issues
with the Covid-19 pandemic.

Dance Ireland strengthened its
partnership with Tipperary Dance Platform
in 2021, sharing the intention to open up
opportunities for Irish dance artists to
connect with international practice and
programmers. This included supporting
a high-level international masterclass
programme and bursaries for Irish dance
artists to attend; opportunities for
early career artists for networking and
development; and connection to local
and national audiences for Irish dance
artists. Masterclass Bursaries:

Classes were led by national and
international dance including artists:
Cheryl Therrien
Ashley Chen
Anna Chirescu
Ty Boomershine
Elizabeth Corbett
Jamie Scott
Peggy Gould
Jonathan Kelliher
Professional classes:

41

attendees

Workshops:

44

Emma Foley
Siún O’Kane
Mia Bradley-Evans
Charlotte Bruce
Rosie Mullin
Alexandra Ayvazova
Julie McGovern
Ciara Nash
Laurie Schneider & Yasmin Mello
(NDRP programme)

attendees

8

teachers

15
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Black Canvas
October & November
Dance Ireland provided continuing
support for this initiative, led by dance
artist Tobi Balogun, which aims to
open up opportunities and raise the
profile of Black dance artists in Ireland.
With support from Dance Ireland, Tobi
curated the Black Canvas professional
development programme in October/
November 2021, with workshops and
classes from:
Favour Odusola
Lucille Aires
Nathan Evans,
Lapree Ncube
Kareen Salcede
Tobi Omoteso
Tobi Balogun
Vithoria Escobar

36

attendees across all classes &
workshops

ANNUAL REPORT 2021

" I went to Tobi and
Ophelia’s Breakin/
Hip Hop Freestyle
Workshop…and was
impressed by the
diversity of thought/
teaching style & came
away with a deeper
understanding of how
to approach finding
my musical style….
They both pushed
my boundaries as
dancer and I am really
appreciating the Black
Canvas initiative."
Tyler Welsh
Black Canvas Attendee

Raise the Floor &
The Floor Is Yours
Dance and Older People
3 December
Partnership with Age &
Opportunity in consultation with
Dance Theatre of Ireland
This partnership supports skills and
knowledge exchange, and networking
for dance professionals working with
older people in different contexts.

Raise the Floor
This was a new initiative, designed to
provide mentoring for dance artists
entering the field of working with
older people, by an experienced
practitioner. Following an open call, 2
artists were awarded financial support
and connection to take part in the
programme from July to October 2021:
Róisín Whelan
(mentored by Catherine Donnelly)
Helen Keenan
(mentored by Anthea McWilliams)

The Floor is Yours
3 December 2021 – online
In 2021 the gathering took place
online, with a panel talk: Pandemic
Perspectives, featuring Dr. Graham
Hughes, gerontologist; Kristyn
Fontanella, dance artist; Jenny Elliot;
former CEO Arts Care & dance artist;

16

Linda Reale-Horvat, dance participant;
presentation of case study from Raise
the Floor participants; and practical
workshops to share practice, curated
by Dance Theatre of Ireland, and led
by Robert O’Connor, Ailish Claffey,
Catherine Donnelly, Jenny Elliot,
Bhargavi Gopalan and Aoife McAtamney.

22

attendees

" Raise the floor allowed
me to have the support
of an expert in the field
of movement for the
older community…
It has given me longterm skills which I
can embed in my own
practice on a regular
basis and further
confirmed for me
that everyone can
move, dance, and be
creative, whatever
their age."
Róisín Whelan
Raise the Floor participant
17
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European Dancehouse
Network (EDN)
Dance Ireland is a member of the
European Dancehouse Network and was
a partner on the Creative Europe funded
project: EDN 21: strengthen-impactimagine. Through this we are supported
to offer opportunities for Irish artists to
engage in networking and professional
development at a European level.
Louise Costelloe, Programme Producer
for Dance Ireland, was a member of
the working group for the EDN Creative
Europe Project EDNext 2022, supporting
the design of the programme and
development of the application, which
was ultimately successful.
Sheila Creevey, CEO of Dance Ireland,
was appointed to the Board of the
European Commission funded pilot
project Perform Europe, representing
the European Dancehouse Network as
a consortium partner for this project,
which aims to encourage sustainable
touring models in Europe.
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Dance Ireland International mobility
EDN 21: strengthen-impact-imagine
Curated by Dance Ireland and offered
directly to artists. This was the final year
of this project, due to the impact of
the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, some
activity was held online.
EDN Atelier HELLERAU, Dresden
Mobility of Artists, Mobility of Ideas
1 & 2 October 2021
Attended by Kristyn Fontanella &
Dance Ireland CEO, Sheila Creevey
EDN Forum, Online
Dance and its Audience
12 October 2021
Attended by Maria Nilsson Waller
and Dance Ireland Programme
Producer, Louise Costelloe

Step up: Dance Project
A partnership between Dance Ireland,
Dance Limerick, the Arts Council and
the Irish World Academy for Music and
Dance at University of Limerick.
Step Up: Dance Project works to bridge
the gap between vocational dance
training and professional dance practice
in Ireland. Dance Ireland is a member of
the Steering Committee. Participants:
Alexandra Ayvazova
Mia Bradley-Evans
Mia DiChiaro
Corina Hoser
Elena Paltracca
Rosie Stebbing

Children and their Grown Ups
showcase, organised by Pavilion Dance
South West (PDSW), UK
Online
29 September – 2 October 2021
Attended by Monica Munoz Marin
and Selma Daniels

DI Member Niamh O'Flannagain.
Image by Agata Stoinska.
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Associate Artist Zoë
Ashe-Browne. Image by
Kristian Mantalvanos.

ARTIST SUPPORT

Following an open call, Zoë AsheBrowne was announced as Associate
Artist for 2021/2022.

" I am delighted to be
the next recipient
of the Dance Ireland
Associate Artist
Award. The programme
will afford me the
opportunity to
holistically evolve my
choreographic practice
at home, in Ireland.
This consistency is
invaluable and will
afford me the time
to further develop
the foundation of
my practice."
Zoë Ashe-Browne

Associate Artist 2021/2022
Zoë Ashe-Browne
Following a consultation with previous
Dance Ireland Associate Artists,
the timeline for this programme was
extended to allow more time for
relationship development and planning.

ANNUAL REPORT 2021

Find out more about
her plans and work
Read our blog 'In
Conversation with
Zoë Ashe-Browne'

05

Associate Artist
ongoing support
Áine Stapleton
Dance Ireland provided support to
2019 Associate Artist, Áine Stapleton
as a partner on the development of her
production of “Somewhere in the Body”,
to be presented in 2022.
International Associate Artist
2020/2021
Alexandrina Hemsley (UK)
During their time as Dance Ireland
International Associate Artist; Alexandrina
had been evolving their practice;
and created a new framework and
company to support this, Yewande 103.
See Alexandrina's website

They engaged with Dance Ireland in
several ways through the year; leading
a workshop on Access Riders for artists;
undertaking a digital residency online
in February 2021; leading a week-long
exploration of Writing as Choreography
with Irish dance artists; culminating in
a screening of work at DanceHouse in
November; with discussions led by Irish
dance artist Tobi Balogun.
Film Screenings:

06

14

attendees

20

07

Writing as
Choreography Course:

17

attendees

21
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Member’s Studio
Members' Studio is a Dance Ireland
initiative, designed to offer flexible short
term studio support for artistic research
and maintaining a dance practice.

39

90

members used the days of studio time
Member's studio

57

dance artists
(Members &
Collaborators) in
Member's Studio

111

sessions of
Member's Studio
Time

€8,870

" It allowed me time to
engage with practice
is in a deep way, in
a different space to
home and it allowed for
focus in my practice."
Sarah Fennell
DI Member, on Members Studio

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
New Movements
This platform is an opportunity for
Members in residence to share their
work ‘fresh from the studio’,
followed by an audience Q&A:
Date

Artist

Attendance

In person or online

08 Apr

Maria Nilsson Waller-Let It
All Go Album Launch

39

Online

09 Apr

Yasmin Mello

15

Online

10 Jun

Róisín Whelan

14

Online

02 Sep

Helen Keenan

14

Hybrid event

22 Oct

Nora Kelly Lester

18

Online

23 Oct

The Ballet Hold- Laura
Macken

65

In person

03 Dec

Vivian Brodie Hayes

29

In person

Value of space in-kind

DanceHouse. Image
by Ros Kavanagh
22
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Dance Artist in Residence
Dublin 1 2021/2022
Erica Borges
Dance Ireland supported dance artist
and youth dance specialist, Erica
Borges to apply for the Arts Council
Dance Artist Residency Scheme to
work with children and young people in
Dublin 1. From September to December
2021, she engaged in mentoring with
choreographer, Maria Nilsson Waller and
carried out research and consultation
with youth services and schools in the
Dublin 1 area local to DanceHouse.
Watch documentary

08

D-Light Studios
Maria Nilsson Waller/Stace Gill
(Flora Fauna Project)
Despite a challenging year of lockdowns
and restrictions on in person activity;
Flora Fauna Project presented another
successful edition of their online
platform, Room, and maintained their
connection with local groups.
In February, Flora Fauna Project
programmed ‘Dances for Solidarity’
online, led by choreographer Sarah
Dahnke, with 63 people joining the event.

Dance for People with
Parkinson’s
These sessions are a key support to
participants in their maintenance regime
for this neurological condition. Dance
for Parkinson’s facilitator, Olwyn Lyons,
assisted by Emily Kilkenny Roddy,
moved the class online to ensure his
valuable social connection could continue
in January 2021, which extended its
reach nationally.

292 35
attendees

weeks

Danielle Teale - Intro Course and
Talk on Dance for Parkinson’s
Sep & Oct
Danielle Teale is a highly experienced
artist, director and researcher with
experience across the dance sector from
community engagement to teaching and
leading in further education, professional
dance settings, and health settings
including hospitals and care homes.

Danielle also ran a two-day insight
into Dancing with Parkinson's practice
with 4 participants undertaking
intensive professional development
in this field of work.

Macushla Dance Club For
The Over 50s
Meeting in DanceHouse on a yearround basis since 2007, participants
in the Macushla Dance Club are drawn
from throughout Dublin. The classes
are facilitated by Co-Artistic Directors
Jade O'Connor, Olwyn Lyons and Jessie
Keenan, who moved the class online
in January 2021; and adopted a hybrid
approach from October, offering an
online and live class.

Silver Swans Ballet Classes
For The Over 50s
Silver Swans is an RAD licensed ballet
class for over 50s; led by qualified
facilitator Emma Mahony. Despite
moving online during the pandemic,
the class has gone from strength to
strength, and moved to a hybrid class
format (online and in-person)
in DanceHouse from September.

304 37
attendees

weeks

1,300 45
attendees

weeks

Danielle held an information session with
contributions from dance artists Ailish
Claffey, Olwyn Lyons, and Dance Theatre
of Ireland reflecting on this area of dance
practice and how it has been evolving.

9

attendees
24

Silver Swans Zoom. Image
by Emma Mahony.
25

Strategic Priority
Progression
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To work with dance artists at all stages
of their career to support their artistic
and professional development.

Dance returned joyfully to our studios in 2021,
with the full return of professional classes
and workshops. And to ensure connection for
our programmes with the broader community,
we continued online events, building our
digital capacity to support our activities.

26

P

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Professional Class
Dance Ireland programmes advanced
level classes and workshops to enable
dancers to continue and develop their
professional practice. Whether it is to
maintain fitness, refine technique or
get in an extra class to complement
their training, we programme classes
taught by highly experienced national
and international teachers to meet the
current training needs of dancers.
Classes were taught online until June
2021, and then returned to in-studio
classes from September.

38
17
weeks

workshops

National and International
Class Teachers
Jamie Carter
Suzannah McCreight
Nathan Cornwell
Laura Murphy
Lindsay Ashe-Browne
Ashely Chen
Jane Magan
Junk Ensemble
Anna Chirescu
Lucia Kickham
Maria Nilsson Waller
Ty Boomershine
Laura Macken
Sara Ezzell
Sarah Reynolds
Martin Lindinger
Deirdre Griffin
Stephen Brennan
Lucille Aires
Lapree Lala
Favour Odusola
Company Chameleon
Róisín Whelan

136
classes

736
participants

27
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Workshops and Masterclasses
Date

Type

Teacher

Attendance

25 Feb

Integrated Dance Workshop

Croi Glan

15

28 Apr

Improvisation Workshop

Clint Lutes

4

05 May

Improvisation Workshop

Rosalind Crisp

9

18 Oct

Dance for Parkinsons
Workshop

Danielle Teale

4

05 Nov

Dance Theatre Masterclass

Ennio Sammarco

5

14 Nov

Breaking/Hip Hop
Workshop

Tobi Omoteso

6

17 Nov

Workshop

Oona Doherty

17

First Fortnight
Curated by Áine Stapleton
This series of online events focused
on dance and wellbeing offered by
Dance Ireland in partnership with
choreographer Áine Stapleton, First
Fortnight, and Galway Dance Project.
Curated by Áine Stapleton, these events
were led by international artists Michelle
Boulé, Clint Lutes, and Adrienne Truscott
who offered different perspectives on
mental health and wellbeing through
their dance practice. It also included a

panel discussion on Dancing Lives
and Mental Health with Tobi Omoteso,
Jamie Reid, Adrienne Truscott,
and Dr Aoife McGrath.
The events were open to all and hosted
online via Zoom. 191 people attended
the 4 events over 3 days.

DANCE2CONNECT
International Lab
Dance2Connect, led by Human
Collective, is a three-day Urban Dance
festival at The Civic Theatre, comprising
of an evening of street dance theatre,
dance battles and workshops with
internationally acclaimed artists.
As part of Dance2Connect, Dance
Ireland supports and hosts an
International Lab with guest artists,
who provide training and mentorship
to Irish artists. In 2021, the guest artists
were internationally acclaimed Company
Chameleon, led by co-artistic director
Anthony Missen.
The company taught professional
morning class online each morning and
continued with D2C LAB online in the
afternoon- the aim of the lab was to
provide a space for the intersection of
street and contemporary styles to create
new performance work.
Attendances:

110

total attendees

10

professional classes
attendees

9

lab participants
each day,
across 5 days
Anderson de Souza.
Image by Agata Stoinska.
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Outside The Studio
The Outside the Studio programmes
are part of Dance Ireland's support for
artists to further develop skills and
knowledge to build and enhance their
career, beyond the creation of work.
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" I just wanted to say
a quick thank you as
it was really brilliant
and so informative.
While I've attended
similar talks (perhaps
given by Gaby) it was
just so matter of fact
and grounding in the
face of the disruptions
of the past year,
it's heartening."
Robbie Blake
DI Member

Date

Event with

With

Attendance

03 Feb

Tax Workshop: ROS & Self
Employment

Gaby Smyth

22

11 Mar

Tax Workshop: ROS & Tax

Gaby Smyth

16

25 Mar

Social Welfare Clinic

Alice Kavanagh

9

03 Sep

Getting Started- Funding
Clinic - with Create

Lisa McLoughlin, Lucina
Russell & Áine Crowley

27
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ARTIST SUPPORT
Dramaturgy Programme

Where Dance Meets Street

Following on from the Dramaturgy Lab in
October 2020, Dance Ireland continued
its work with renowned Dramaturg
Peggy Olislaegers.

Dance Ireland and ISACS (Irish Street
Arts Circus and Spectacle Network)
presented Where Dance meets Street,
a cross sector event on 17th June, in
association with SpringMoves Dance
Festival, Wexford.

Encouraging curiosity, practicing a
change of perspective, and gathering a
deeper understanding of both personal
and general mechanisms in the practice
of dance making are key to dramaturgy.
In our Spring programme, we held a
Dramaturgy Lab, which focused on
process dramaturgy and reflected
upon the different processes active
in the making of a choreography. The
lab focused on the different dialogues
and relationships built within this
process, both with artistic collaborators,
producers, future presenters,
and audiences.
There were 17 participants in the Lab:
7 participants from the 2020 Lab,
and 10 new participants.
We also partnered with ISACS on
‘Where Dance Meets Street’, to include
a dramaturgy workshop with Lou Cope
as part of the programme of activities.

We invited artists to attend workshops
and conversations with contributions
from Lou Cope, Gary Shochat, Martine
Linaer, Phil Hargreaves, and Elaine
McCague. These explored the practice,
creation, and presentation of work in
outdoor spaces and the democratic
nature of Street Arts, with a particular
focus on opportunities for outdoor
creation as the sector reopened
following pandemic lockdowns.
The day ended with a Watch Party
online, showcasing dance films by
SpringMoves featured artists.

58

attendees over 3 events

31
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Your Next Move

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

Your Next Move was an initiative
designed to provide specific support
for our Pre-Professional Members.
We offered five awards of 200 euro to
Members, to engage with their practice
and support their artistic development.
Dance World also sponsored these
awards, and provided gift vouchers
for their retail establishment, as an
additional support. The awardees were:

Support of Youth Companies

Evening Classes

In 2021, Dance Ireland continued to
invest in our longstanding relationship
with Irish National Youth Ballet and
Dublin Youth Dance Company through
access to subsidised studio space and
connection with our networks.

Following the challenges faced by the
pandemic and ongoing restrictions,
evening classes resumed in September
2021. The programme included a
smaller number of classes, with limited
capacities; however, there was a strong
return as the public delighted in dancing
together again. Classes included Ballet,
Contemporary, Aikido, Nia, Salsa, Jazz,
and Irish Dance, and we recorded
1167 attendances.

Emergence

Ciara Hannon
Imogen Murphy Kinder
Kate O'Driscoll
Nóra Fay
Sophie Smith

Emergence is a partnership project
with NOISEmoves Youth Dance Festival
and South Dublin County Council which
introduces young dancers aged 16 – 25
years to creative practice mentored
by professional choreographers.
In 2020/2021, 8 participants took
part in this programme supported by
Dance Ireland, under the mentorship of
professional choreographers John Scott,
Lucia Kickham, and Jessie Keenan.

1,167
attendees

Irish National Youth Ballet
and Culture Night
Hosted by Dance Ireland, Irish National
Youth Ballet (INYB) held an evening
celebrating the resilience of young
dancers and the history of the company.
The event was attended by 70 people
and included a film screening and an
exhibition of INYB history, articles,
programmes, photos, reviews,
and a selection of costumes and
creations from the company's wardrobe.
Justine Cooper. Image by
Agata Stoinska.
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Strategic Priority
Innovation
To champion and facilitate the development of
new work, new ideas and new ways of working.
Dance Ireland Residencies are a central support
to our Members, offering space to research,
plan, and innovate. Our new National Dance
Residency Partnership builds on this, expanding
the pool of expertise and resources available
for artists to create new work.

In
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Producer In Residence
Producing Masterclasses
Led by Dance Ireland Producer in
Residence, Gwen Van Spÿk, this
programme was designed for dance artists
who were self-producing and taking the
next steps in their career. Comprising
three 2-hour sessions, the Masterclass
series was an opportunity for artists to
work in depth on a production or project
they would like to deliver and to formulate
a strategy and plan for its realisation.
Each session addressed a key aspect
of producing and involved a combination
of group discussion, guidance from
an experienced producer and the
sharing and application of relevant
worksheets and models.

Date

Theme

With

Attendance

09 Sep

Getting Started: where to
begin with producing your
own work - Self Employment

Gwen Van Spÿk

9

17 Nov

Dissemination, Distribution
and Audiences

Rita Marcalo &
Jen Wren

8

08 Dec

Presenting and Performing
Dance 'Off-stage'

Gwen Van Spÿk &
Anthony Hanley

5

novation
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Producer in Residence
One-to-ones
Selected through an open-call, artists were
offered individual mentoring with Dance
Ireland Producer in Residence Gwen Van
Spÿk. This presented an opportunity for
12 artists or producers to explore in-depth
challenges or opportunities they faced
in producing work.

Digital Programme
With investment from the Arts Council’s
Capacity Building Support Scheme,
Dance Ireland engaged a Digital
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Producer to support Members to build
knowledge and confidence in using
digital technology in their work, and to
embrace the potential for technology
as a means of both transmission and
artistic expression in our art-form.
This included research into current
digital practice, meetings with
members and the Dance Ireland team,
and scoping work for a Digital Studio
at DanceHouse. A public event, POWER
UP which featured contributions from
artists and digital experts practicing
internationally took place
in September, online.

DI Members Anderson de Souza, Niamh
O'Flannagain, Mariam Ribón, Cristian Dirocie
and Justine Cooper. Image by Agata Stoinska.

Lighting Design for Dance
A professional development partnership
between Dance Ireland, Liz Roche
Company, The Lir Academy, and the Irish
World Academy of Music and Dance at
University of Limerick.

The 2021 selected choreographers were
Nick Nikolaou and Niamh O’Loughlin
Watch the film

09

Focused on supporting and enhancing
the connections between dance
performance and design elements, the
project brings together choreographers
with lighting students from the MFA in
Design at The Lir Academy in a creative
and supported performance forum.
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ARTIST SUPPORT
Dance Ireland Residencies
A flagship programme for Dance Ireland
offering fully subsidized studio space
for artists to develop new ideas or
practice outside of funded projects.
Full Residencies:
Helen Keenan
Yasmin Mello
Jessie Thompson
Áine Stapleton (carried from 2020)
Laurie Keegan Schneider
Niamh O’Loughlin
Vivian Brodie Hayes
Roisin Whelan
Laura Murphy (carried from 2020)
Millie Daniel Dempsey (carried from 2020)

51

days offered in full residency

€7,665

total value of support in-kind
Dance Ireland
Residency Support
To support artists living outside of Dublin,
these bursaries contribute towards
the costs of undertaking a residency in
DanceHouse and building their connections
in Dublin. Awarded to: Helen Keenan, Vivian
Brodie Hayes and Róisín Whelan.
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" The residency time
was invaluable in so
many ways. All the
staff on site were great
dealing with the safety
protocols and very
welcoming too…"
Laurie Keegan Schneider
DI Member

Dance Ireland 50/50 Support
Residencies and 50/50 partnerships
were awarded to the following artists in
DanceHouse. Residencies ranged from
one week to four weeks:
Breandán De Gallaí
Coisceim
Deirdre Griffin
Erica Borges
Favour Odusola
Irish Modern Dance Theatre
Jade O’Connor
Karen Gleeson
Kate FInegan
Jessie Thompson
Laura Macken
Laura Murphy
Laurie Keegan Schneider
Lucia Kickham
Marion Cronin
Matt Szczerek
Megan Kennedy
Monica Muñoz
Nick Nickolaou
Nicola Moran
Rachel Ní Bhráonain
Regan O’Brien
Rocio Dominguez
Roisin Whelan
Selma Daniel
Seve De Maleingreau
Sibéal Davitt
Siobhán Ní Dhuinnín
Stephanie Dufresne
Tobi Balogun

277

days offered in full residency

€21,740

total value of support in-kind

Dance Ireland & Dublin Circus
Project Catalyst Residencies
For the third consecutive year, Dance
Ireland and Dublin Circus Project
partnered to provide two fully resourced
residency opportunities: Catalyst and
Ignition. Both programmes are an
investment from Dance Ireland and Dublin
Circus Project in risk and exploration,
with the support of the Arts Council.
Award Recipients:
Ignition - Polina Shapkina and
Jenny Tufts
Catalyst - Nora Kelly Lester
and Caitríona Ní Threasaigh
and Angelica Santander (duo)
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DI Member Yasmin Mello

National Dance Residency
Partnership

" I am delighted to
have been awarded
In 2021, the National Dance Residency
the National Dance
Partnership (NDRP) was launched as a
Residency Partnership.
new initiative between Dance Ireland,
Dance Limerick, Dance Cork Firkin Crane
Knowing that I will
and Galway Dance Project to provide a
have not only the time
networked support to a choreographer
in the production of a new dance work.
and space but full
support of some of
By coming together, the partners
acknowledged that our collective
the most important
infrastructure and resources can go further
and encourage more ambition in the
dance organisations
dance sector. Each partner contributed
in Ireland to create
financially and/or in-kind space to
develop work, which allowed for six weeks
this piece gives me
rehearsal time across the country; in
the strength and
addition to support from artistic staff and
accommodation support.
courage to continue
to pursue a career
Tipperary Dance Platform joined the
Partners to support the NDRP award
in arts in Ireland."
with a Pro-Development bursary to attend
the TDP’21 Spotlight Ireland two-day
event at TDP’21 International
Dance Festival. Recipient: Yasmin Mello

Yasmin Mello

Launchpad Awards
Following an open call, the 2021
LaunchPad Awards were awarded to
seven Dance Ireland Members.
The LaunchPad Award is part of Dance
Ireland's strategy to invest in the
development of our Professional
Members. The aim of this award is to
seed an idea or aspiration, or to invest in
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something that will support the growth
of their artistic vision. Awardees:
Michelle Cahill
Aaron Shaw
Favour Odusola
Laurie Schneider
Mia Di Chiaro
Rachel Burke
Vithória Escobar
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Strategic Priority
Sustainability
To ensure our future as a well-managed,
well-funded and well-governed organisation.
In 2021 we invested in an internal review of
Dance Ireland to examine our business model,
to review our structure, and to build fundraising
capacity in the organisation. This fundraising
focus was also enhanced by our participation
in the RAISE Academy programme, led by OKC,
and supported by the Arts Council.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

ARTIST SUPPORT

Artist Advisories

The Hatch award was reconfigured
in 2020 to respond to the needs of
artists making work in a changed
environment as a result of the global
pandemic. For 2021, we continued with
the same format, offering four awards
to established dance artists to invest
in practice, and four awards to earlycareer artists to engage in mentoring
and support. We saw these awards as
an opportunity to invest in these artists
to have time to build resilience – to have
space and time to think, reimagine
and rebuild.

Throughout the year, the Dance Ireland
team met and provided a range of advice,
information, contacts, and introductions,
including undertaking 68 bespoke one-toone meetings with artists.
We provided 128 letters of support,
including endorsements, testimonials,
and references.
We are a first point of contact for a
range of national and international public
and professional enquiries about dance
in Ireland, by email, telephone
and in person.

ity

Clear and coherent communications
is essential to how we engage with all
our members and users. We do this
through information gatherings, AGM,
website, e-bulletins, social media,
brochures, and flyers.

tainabil
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Hatch

Established artists:
Emily Aoibheann
Lisa Cliffe
Rob Heaslip
Luke Murphy
Early career artists:
Ali Clarke
Rocio Dominguez
Jessie Thompson
Caoimhe Wandel- Brannigan
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Membership
Providing support and artistic
development opportunities is at the
heart of what we do. DI Members
continued to need the organisation
as a source of support in 2021 as they
adapted their livelihood and careers
in the wake of monumental changes to
the arts world. Following the success of
moving online in 2020, we carried this
through to 2021- our online programme
meant our Members could engage with
us regardless of location and restrictions
which created a stronger, more
connected membership.
This year Dance Ireland Membership
included 210 dance artists and
organisations who were actively engaged
with the organisation’s programme
which was both online and in person
towards the end of the year.
Throughout the year, there were 11
Members’ Gatherings which focused
on check-ins, Covid-19 and restriction
updates, programme info sessions
and artist talks.
The Dance Ireland Membership &
Engagement Officer attended external
events and colleges to speak about
Membership, including Trinity Dance
Society, Leitrim Dance Festival and
University of Limerick. There were 27
attendees at these talks.
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Members Meetings
Also in 2021, Associate Membership was
reintroduced as an additional category,
to ensure that all members of the dance
community had an opportunity to
connect and engage with us.

Date

Theme

With

Attendance

27 Jan

Members Briefing

CEO- Sheila Creevey

53

25 Feb

Members Meeting

Catriona Fyfe

28

05-Mar

Members Meeting

Cork Dance Initiative

15

31-Mar

Members Briefing

Hatch Info Session- all staff

12

28-Apr

Members Meeting

Catriona Fyfe- International
Dance Day

18

14-May

Members Briefing

Associate Artist- info
session- all staff

10

28-May

Members Briefing

Covid-19 Guidance
Meeting- all staff

25

02-Jul

Members Meeting

Catriona Fyfe

7

19-Aug

Members Meeting

Zoë Ashe-Browne

14

25-Nov

Members Meeting

Catriona Fyfe

11

16-Dec

Members Gathering &
HATCH showcase

Staff, Board and Members
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DANCE IRELAND GOVERNANCE

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

The Dance Ireland Board of Directors is a non-executive Board, encompassing
experienced individuals with key skills and expertise in dance, project management,
legal, and financial affairs.

We maintain the confidence of funders, Members, and clients through our
commitment to a published programme, clear operating policies, transparent
decision-making processes, and strategic priorities: Dance Ireland Strategy
2018 – 2023 Moving Forward Together.

The Board’s functions are overseeing strategy, ensuring proper financial management
and maintaining good governance. The Board is committed to maintaining the
highest standards of governance, and has developed its Governance Framework,
a suite of documents, which sets out policies, procedures, roles & responsibilities,
which guide how we operate: www.danceireland.ie/about/governance.

We acknowledge our responsibility as a charity to be accountable and are compliant
with the Charities Governance Code, reporting annually to the Charities Regulator.

In support of its ongoing work, the Board also operates a Finance, Governance,
and Fundraising Committee.

We operate a member rate and a non-member rate for classes. We welcome
all suitably qualified practitioners to our professional classes; however, our
opportunities, awards, and bursaries are for the benefit of professional members,
offered through Open Calls and curated by the Dance Ireland team.

Meetings were held in January, March, April, May, July, August, September (AGM)
and November 2021.

We are committed to maintaining DanceHouse as an inclusive home for dance.
All studios and facilities are available to rent at very competitive rates.

2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We employ on a contract for service basis national and international dance and
arts specialists to assist us in delivering our programme.

Dr Orfhlaith Ní Bhriain

Chair

Colm Ryan

Company Secretary

Aoife Newton
Mihaela Griveva
Laura Macken Posavitz
Laura Murphy
Maria Nilsson Waller

AGM
Sunday 19 September
Retired 19th September 2021

Kristyn Fontanella
Appointed 19th September 2021
Directors are elected from the membership and co-opted.
Directors are appointed to serve an initial two-year term and can serve up to a maximum
of six consecutive years (three-terms).
Directors, who are professional members of Dance Ireland, are eligible to apply for
opportunities subject to fulfilling eligibility criteria. The Board has developed declaration
of interest and conflict of interest policies, which are strictly adhered to.
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In keeping with the Arts Council Paying The Artist policy, Dance Ireland is
committed to proper remuneration of all those we work with.

Members present reviewed and approved: 2020 minutes and matters arising,
2020 Annual Report & Directors’ Report and Financial Statements. Kristyn
Fontanella was appointed to the Board, following a Members vote.

STATEMENT OF INCLUSION
We value all forms of dance equally and actively work to support artists to
enable them to realise their creative potential, including those working within
contemporary dance genres, classical ballet, traditional Irish dance, somatic
practices, ethnic dance forms and hybrid movement disciplines, whether working
individually or collaboratively, funded and unfunded, as a company or through an
interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary lens.
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DANCE IRELAND EXECUTIVE

Dance Ireland received Strategic Funding from the Arts Council / An Chomhairle
Ealaion and an annual Revenue Arts Grant from Dublin City Council.

Responsibility for Dance Ireland is vested in the board of directors, with
management delegated to the Chief Executive. The executive team are highly
skilled and experienced dance and arts professionals and a unique resource
for the dance sector in Ireland.
Sheila Creevey (Chief Executive)

Dance Ireland operates DanceHouse on license from Dublin City Council.
Dance Ireland is a member of Business to Arts; Theatre & Dance NI, Theatre Forum,
and the European Dance House Network (EDN).
We actively support the work of the National Campaign for the Arts.

Eve Lalor (General Manager)

to July 2021

Sarah Walsh (General Manager)

from September 2021

Dance Ireland is the trading name of the Association of Professional Dancers in
Ireland Company Limited by Guarantee.

Jeanette Keane (Marketing & Communications Manager)

to November 2021

CHY: 16193; Registered Charity No: 20057817; Company Registration No: 189346.

Louise Costelloe (Programme Producer)
Louise McGrath (Finance & Administration Officer)
Andrea Bolger (Membership Engagement Officer)
Caitriona Fyfe (Membership Engagement Officer)
Danny Carroll

maternity cover (2021)

(Venue Officer)

Sinéad Purcell (Venue Officer / Programme Officer)

from September 2021

Orla Mooney (Venue Officer)

from November 2021

Zoë Ashe-Browne (2021/2022 Associate Artist)
Path (Digital & Print Design)
The IT Guys (IT Support)
First Ireland / Innovu from September 2021 (Insurers)
Byrne Moreau Connell (Accountants)
Bank of Ireland (Bankers)
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01

www.danceireland.ie/artist-development/programme-partnerships

02

www.danceireland.ie/dance-counts/survey-2021/

03

youtu.be/4pK17F5JHVo

04

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zr95XqX1LXc

05

business.facebook.com/DanceIreland/videos/239724144742236

06

www.danceireland.ie/whats-on/blog/in-conversation-withzoe-ashe-browne

07

alexandrinahemsley.com/yewande-103

08

www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMUZwGeI6XM

09

vimeo.com/650256603
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Dance Ireland thanks its 2021 funders.

FUNDERS
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Cover: Cristian Dirocie (front)
and Justine Cooper (back).
Image by Agata Stoinska.
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